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— DISCLAIMER —

Much of the following content is 
from Sales Brain.

We do not own the content or 
images.





Volkswagen - The Force

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3s2zUvuM1g




Berlitz

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xcmDmaQUTk&list=PLb-ZXPFGBDKy0tx1uj1-nDoxzTpkQG19o&index=12




➔ True pain often lies below the conscious level, so be 
ready to unveil it

➔ Focus on the pain your customer is experiencing and not 
the features of your product or service

➔ Is the pain financial, personal, or strategic?
◆ Ask open ended questions
◆ Seek to understand. Get feedback
◆ Perfect your diagnostic dialogue
◆ Suspend judgement
◆ Listen deeply
◆ Challenge assumptions
◆ Inquire and reflect



➔ If you are not selling something unique, you are 
selling it for your competitors

➔ What is unique about your product to get the attention 
of the Old Brain?

vs.

“We Try Harder.”



➔ 4 ways to demonstrate gain:
◆ Customer story - 80-100% proof
◆ Demo - 60-100% proof
◆ Data - 20-60% proof (data has numbers)
◆ A vision - 10-40% proof (telling without showing)

➔ Proof of Gains can be:
◆ Financial - CFO
◆ Strategic - CEO
◆ Personal - Day-to-day customers / management

➔ Proof of Gains must be:
◆ Tangible
◆ Factual
◆ Provable



➔ Human beings are not rational—all final decisions are 
made by the Old Brain

➔ Six Message Building Blocks
◆ Grabber: make a strong first impression
◆ Big Picture: visual representation of how your 

product/service can impact the world of your 
prospect

◆ Claims: the top reasons your prospect should buy 
from you; the actual value of your solution

◆ Proof of Gains: most critical; what’s the tangible 
proof of the gains your prospect will experience?

◆ Handling Objectives: addressing misunderstandings 
& valid objections

◆ Close: Repeat your claims one final time; ask where 
do we go from here?



Sealy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tj30w_ajB8&amp=&list=PLb-ZXPFGBDKy0tx1uj1-nDoxzTpkQG19o&amp=&index=2




“A gossip is one who talks to you about others; a bore is one who talks to you about 
himself; and a brilliant conversationalist is one who talk to you about yourself.” 
—Lisa Kirk American Book Publicist

➔ The Old Brain is self-centered and egotistical—it does not care about 
your product

➔ Start with: “What if you…” and end with: “What do you think?”

➔ The Old Brain will unconsciously experience owning and using your 
product or service



➔ The Old Brain is very sensitive to credibility because it detects 
confidence or lack thereof

➔ Credibility is a function of six variables:
◆ Your creativity—often expressed in variety
◆ Your fearlessness
◆ Your passion
◆ Your integrity
◆ Your similarity
◆ Your expressiveness



➔ Sharp contrast is often needed to help 
the Old Brain make a decision

➔ Contrast pain with solution:
◆ Before/After
◆ Without your solution/With it
◆ You/Your competition
◆ Now/Later

➔ Contrast works because the Old brain gets 
it without effort



“You are not dealing with creatures of logic but creatures of emotion.”
—Dale Carnegie

➔ The emotions attached to a significant event are powerful 
memory-makers

➔ The fastest way to influence your audience is through the heart not 
the head

➔ No emotion = no decision



➔ People use three different channels to learn:
◆ Visual (40%) – depends on seeing to learn – I saw the sun rising
◆ Auditory (20%) – relies on hearing to learn – I heard the bell
◆ Kinesthetic (40%) – uses touch to learn – The sun heated the 

asphalt until it was hot as fire

➔ Most messages are auditory—make yours more visual and 
kinesthetic

➔ Using all three styles, people will stay engaged and a large majority will 
comprehend



➔ The Old Brain does not differentiate between reality and a 
well-told story
◆ Use all three sensory impressions using visual, auditory, and 

kinesthetic
◆ Clearly connect the story you are telling with the world or your 

client
◆ Make sure the story has a point or punchline

➔ Content of your story: Pain of your audience, followed by your unique 
claims, and the supporting Proof of Gains

➔ Messages can be delivered in half the time with tremendous impact



➔ The survival brain sees the best choice at a glance because the time 
for analysis tend to cloud issues and slow things down. 
◆ Focus your message on 1 to 3 claims that address their top pain

➔ Remove anything from your message that has no direct value on your 
prospect
◆ Ask yourself: “Is the information I am giving absolutely necessary 

in order for my prospect to understand the big picture or in order 
for them to make a buying decision?”

➔ Messages can be delivered in half the time with tremendous impact



One of the most important aspects of 
Neuromarketing: 

It provides a common language between Sales and 
Marketing functions. 

In most companies, sales and marketing don’t 
share a common platform to communicate. Each 

has its own disciplines with different objectives and 
perceptions of how to cooperate and align for 

success.


